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Figure 1: Illustration of our relation to ordinary matter.
1. Introduction
Flavor is the least well understood aspect of the Standard Model. Ordinary matter makes up
4.6% of the known energy density of Universe, while dark matter comprises another 23% [1]. We
have little clue as to its nature. Dark energy accounts for the remaining 72%; we know even less
about it. Ordinary quarks and leptons thus represent just the tip of a very big iceberg (see Fig. 1).
We need to understand the rest of the iceberg (and the sea in which it swims) in order to understand
the pattern underlying the known forms of matter.
2. Quark patterns
We are accumulating very precise information about the pattern of quark masses and cou-
plings. If we regard the weak charge-changing transitions u ↔ d, c ↔ s, and t ↔ b as of relative
strength O(1), then the transitions u ↔ s and c ↔ d are of order λ ∼ 0.23; the transitions c ↔ b
and t ↔ s are of order λ 2 ∼ 0.04, and the transitions u ↔ b and t ↔ d are of order λ 3 ∼ 0.01
or less. This information is encoded in the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
[2, 3], whose invariant phase describes CP violation. The CKM matrix arises from the same (un-
known) physics giving rise to the pattern of quark masses. A related pattern arises for the leptons,
which differ by having very small neutrino masses and large mixings.
What kind of physics is giving rise to this pattern? It is likely we will understand it much more
fully if we know how much of the pattern we are already seeing. Two familiar examples, illustrated
in Fig. 2, give conflicting prospects for understanding the flavor problem.
In the periodic table of the elements, the variations of the pattern are the key to its comprehen-
sion. Each element has a different nuclear charge; the electron shell structure governs chemistry.
Through this pattern, the existence of the element Technetium was predicted.
The orbits of the planets (out to Uranus) obey the approximate relation (Titius/Bode law)
a(AU)= 0.4+0.3k, where k = 0,1,2,4,8. This rule predicted the orbits of the large asteroid Ceres
and the planet Uranus. However, it failed to predict the orbit of Neptune. Pluto is approximately
where Neptune should have been; other dwarf planets don’t fit; and there is no dynamical explana-
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Figure 2: Patterns of the elements (left) and planets (right).
Figure 3: Members of the 27-plet of E6, depicted in terms of their quantum numbers in SU(3)L (solid
triangles) and SU(3)R (dashed triangles). From left to right: quarks, antiquarks, and leptons.
tion for the rule. Simulations can give similar relations, in analogy to “anarchy” [4] in models of
quark and lepton masses.
Will the pattern of quark and lepton masses reflect some underlying structure, as in the periodic
table, or essential anarchy, as in planetary orbits? We are likely to know much more once the nature
of dark matter is revealed.
Examples of extensions of the Standard Model include a fourth family of quarks and leptons,
extended grand unified theories (GUTs), and Kaluza-Klein excitations. To take the example of
GUTs, in SU(5) the representations 5∗+10 account for all known left-handed quarks and leptons
in a family, while these are combined into one 16-dimensional spinor of SO(10) with the addition
of a left-handed antineutrino (presumably with large Majorana mass). In the exceptional group
E6 which contains SO(10) as a subgroup, the fundamental 27-dimensional representation involves
adding an SO(10) 10-plet and singlet to the known 16-plet. E6 has a subgroup SU(3)L⊗ SU(3)R⊗
SU(3)color, so the 27-plet may be represented as shown in Fig. 3.
The new fermions consist of isosinglet Q = −1/3 quarks h; vector-like leptons E± and their
neutrinos νE , ¯νE (center of right-hand figure); and a new sterile neutrino n (center of right-hand
3
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Figure 4: S–T plot based on precision electroweak constraints (see text).
figure). The h could mix with b and be responsible for mb ≪ mt [5]. Searches at Fermilab exclude
masses up to ∼ 300 GeV [6].
If a fourth quark-lepton family exists [7], its neutrino must be heavier than ∼ MZ/2, as the
invisible width of the Z indicates that only three neutrinos are light [8]. New particles in loops
(such as fourth-family members) will affect W, Z, γ propagators and SM coupling relations. These

















, ρ ≡ 1+αT , α ≃ 1/129 . (2.1)
Each new quark-lepton family contributes ∆S= 2/(3pi)≃ 0.2, ∆T ≃ 0.4(m2t ′−m2b′)/(100 GeV)2.
The latter contribution is particularly important. In Fig. 4 we plot the allowed region of S and T
based on precision electroweak constraints [10]. Also shown are predictions of the Standard Model
for Higgs boson masses of 100–500 GeV (nearly vertical contours) and top quark masses of 170,
175, and 180 GeV (curved contours). The vertical dot-dashed line shows the effect of a small
triplet-Higgs VEV V1,0 (up to 0.03 of the Standard Model VEV v = 246 GeV), where the sub-
scripts denote weak isospin and weak hypercharge. The triplet Higgs leads to ∆ρ = 4(V1,0/v)2. A
large t ′–b′ mass splitting behaves like a triplet Higgs, causing positive ∆ρ = α∆T and allowing the
relaxation of the usual stringent upper limit on the Higgs boson mass [11].
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3. CKM matrix parameters
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Aλ 3(1−ρ− iη) −Aλ 2 1

 , (3.1)
the parameters are known fairly accurately: λ ≃ 0.2255, A ≃ 0.81, 0.14 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.18, and 0.34 ≤
η ≤ 0.36. (Two groups [13, 14] obtain slightly different parameters when fitting observables.)
The unitarity of V implies (e.g.) VudV ∗ub +VcdV ∗cb +VtdV ∗tb = 0 or dividing by the middle term,
(ρ + iη)+ (1− ρ − iη) = 1. This generates the unitarity triangle (UT), whose angles opposite
the sides 1, ρ + iη , 1− ρ − iη are, respectively, α , β , and γ . One learns its shape from such
observables as kaon CP violation (essentially constraining η(1− ρ)), B– ¯B mixing (constraining
|1−ρ− iη |, given suitable hadronic information), and charmless B decays (constraining |ρ + iη |).
Direct measurements of angles satisfy α +β + γ = pi [15], with
α = (89.0+4.4−4.2)
◦ , β = (21.0±0.9)◦ , γ = (70+27−29)◦ . (3.2)
The large error on γ highlights the importance of improving direct measurements of it, one of the
goals of LHCb. Measurements of sides of the UT are more constraining, as we shall now see.
4. Mixing of strange B’s
4.1 Constraint on CKM parameters
A ¯B0s = bs¯ can mix with a B0s = s¯b by means of box diagrams involving exchange of a pair
of W bosons and intermediate u,c, t quarks. The heavy top quarks provide the dominant con-
stribution, so ¯B0s –B0s mixing is stronger than ¯B0–B0 mixing because |Vts/Vtd | ≃ 5. As CKM uni-
tarity implies |Vts| ≃ |Vcb| ≃ 0.041 (and hence |Vts| is well-known), Bs–Bs mixing probes hadron
physics. The matrix element between Bs and Bs involves a combination f 2BsBBs : fBs is the “Bs decay
constant” (the matrix element of bs¯ operator between Bs and vacuum), and BBs ≃ 1 parametrizes





BB] = 1.258±0.033, when combined with the well-measured B0–B0 mixing ampli-
tude ∆md = (0.507± 0.005) ps−1 and the CDF Bs mixing measurement at Fermilab [17], ∆ms =
(17.77±0.10±0.07) ps−1, gives |Vtd/Vts|= 0.214±0.005 and hence |1−ρ− iη |= 0.950±0.026,
implying γ = (72±5)◦. This is a great improvement over the value based on ∆md, which was sub-
ject to uncertainty in fB. The study of B+ → D0 ( ¯D0)K+ may improve this accuracy eventually,
with help from information on the strong phases in the KSpi+pi− Dalitz plot [18].
4.2 Mixing and CP violation
In the Standard Model (SM), Bs → J/ψφ is expected in SM to have a small CP asymmetry,
governed by the Bs– ¯Bs mixing phase φM =−2βs, where
βs ≡ Arg(−VtsV ∗tb/VcsV ∗cb) = λ 2η ≃ 0.02 with λ = 0.2255±0.0019,η ≃ 0.36 . (4.1)
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Figure 5: Assumed time-dependence of signals for functions T+ with tagged initial Bs (solid) and ¯Bs
(dashed). Based on best-fit parameters of Ref. [15]. Curves for T− are similar.
From angular distributions of decay products one must extract three independent partial waves
(L = 0,1,2) or three independent amplitudes A0,A‖,A⊥. At the Fermilab Tevatron, both CDF
[19] and D0 [20] favor a mixing phase differing from −2βs. Defining φBs = βs +φM/2, the HFAG
average [15, 21] is φBs ∈ [−163,−95]◦, [−84,−17]◦, 2.2σ away from the SM. The width difference
between CP = + and CP = – mass eigenstates, ∆Γs ≃ 0.1 ps−1, is compatible with SM predictions
[22].
A discrete ambiguity φM → pi − φM is associated with uncertainty in the strong phases δ‖ ≡
Arg(A‖A∗0), δ⊥ ≡ Arg(A⊥A∗0). It can be eliminated by comparison with B0 → J/ψK∗0 as most
contributions are similar [23]; the phases are predicted to be equal within 10◦.
There are plenty of models that can accommodate a Bs– ¯Bs mixing phase larger than in the SM.
For examples (“littlest Higgs,” extra dimensions, etc.) see Ref. [24].
4.3 Time-dependences
In Ref. [23] it was noted that the large phase claimed by CDF and D0 for Bs– ¯Bs mixing should
lead to an explicit time-dependence which exhibits CP violation. Observing this will not be easy,
as the flavor oscillations are quite rapid (recall the large value of ∆ms). However, with φM =−44◦
and ∆Γ/Γ = 0.228, the central values quoted in Ref. [15], the oscillations should be visible, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Here we have defined functions
T±e−Γt [cosh(∆Γt)/2∓ cos(φM)sinh(∆Γt)/2)±η sin(φM)sin(∆mst)] , (4.2)
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associated with |A‖|2 and |A⊥|2, respectively, which may be obtained from an angular analysis of
decay products. One isolates CP violation by tagging at t = 0: η =±1 for tagged (Bs, ¯Bs).
The last term in Eq. (4.2) contains the rapid time oscillations, and changes sign with the sign η
of the tag. We have assumed the tagging parameter η to include a dilution factor 0.11. A plot such
as Fig. 5 would be clear evidence for non-standard CP violation in Bs → J/ψφ . Such oscillations
would probably be too small to see in the Standard Model.
5. B→ Kpi , pipi
Some time ago it was predicted that the CP asymmetries in B0 → K+pi− and B+ → K+pi0
would be equal if a color-suppressed amplitude contributing to the latter process were neglected
[25]. The graphical representations of various amplitudes are shown in Fig. 6, and their contribu-
tions to B → Kpi processes are shown in Table 1, where we have included a small “annihilation”
(A) contribution. The amplitudes denoted by small letters are related to those with large letters by
the inclusion of electroweak penguin contributions:
t ≡ T +PCEW , c≡C+PEW, p≡ P− (1/3)PCEW . (5.1)
Figure 6: Amplitudes contributing to B → Kpi decay modes. T : color-favored tree; C: color-suppressed
tree; P: penguin. The annihilation graph A is not shown.
Table 1: Contributions of amplitudes to B→ Kpi decay modes.
Decay Amplitude BR (10−6) ACP
B0 → K+pi− −(t + p) 19.4±0.6 −0.097±0.012
B+→ K+pi0 −(t + p+ c+A)/√2 12.9±0.6 0.050±0.025
B0 → K0pi0 (p− c)/√2 9.8±0.6 0.00±0.10
B+→ K0pi+ p+A 23.1±1.0 0.009±0.025
However, the color-suppressed amplitude is not negligible. An SU(3) fit to B → (Kpi,pipi)
[26] finds |C/T | = 0.46+0.43−0.30, Arg(C/T ) = (−119± 15)◦. These values have been confirmed in
a more recent analysis [27]. They lead to a significant difference between the CP asymmetries in
B0 →K+pi− and B+→K+pi0. So, what’s the problem? Why has this difference in CP asymmetries
been repeatedly quoted as evidence for new physics?
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The debate turns on whether a priori calculations of C, which give a smaller-than-observed
value, can be trusted. A large C also is needed to understand the larger-than-expected value of
B(B0 → pi0pi0) = (1.55±0.19)×10−6. The fact that no similar enhancement of C appears needed
in B → ρρ has been ascribed in Ref. [27] to a special role for pseudoscalars. It also has been
explained [28] in terms of rescattering: as B(B→ ρρ)≫B(B→ pipi), the rescattering (ρρ → pipi)
is more significant than (pipi → ρρ), implying a greater fraction of C in pipi than in ρρ . The
rescattering via ¯b→ c¯cs¯ also is a likely source of the enhanced ¯b→ s¯ “charming” penguin.
The consistency of a unified description of B → Kpi CP asymmetries may be tested by a
robust sum rule for ACP which is satisfied as long as there are no new-physics sources of a ∆I = 1
amplitude [29]:
∆(K+pi−)+∆(K0pi+) = 2∆(K+pi0)+2∆(K0pi0) , ∆( f )≡ Γ( ¯B→ ¯f )−Γ(B→ f ) , (5.2)
which predicts ACP(B0 → K0pi0) = −0.148± 0.044, to be compared with the experimental value
−0.01±0.10. (Furthermore, flavor SU(3) implies a large ACP(B0 → pi0pi0)≃ 0.8.) The SM seems
to be able to accommodate a modestly large value of C; there is no need for new-physics scenarios
involving a PEW contribution to c = C+PEW. The ACP sum rule provides a diagnostic for ∆I = 1
new physics [30]. One must measure ACP(B0 → K0pi0) to 0.03 or better.
6. Inclusive D→ ωX
CLEO’s measurement of a large inclusive branching fraction B(D+s → ωX) = (6.1± 1.4)%
[31] was a surprise. Before this measurement, the only known Ds mode involving ω was D+s →
pi+ω with branching fraction B = (0.25± 0.09%) [32]. Now, however, CLEO has discovered a
number of other Ds exclusive modes involving η [33], accounting for a total of (5.4±1.0)% of Ds
decays.
Mechanisms for D+s → ωX+ are not so obvious: one often has to get rid of an ss¯ pair. Two
candidate subprocesses are shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7: Diagrams contributing to Ds → ωX . Left: annihilation; right: color-favored tree.
In the left-hand diagram, the process D+s → (virtual W+)→ u ¯d is helicity-suppressed, and
G-parity forbids production of the final states pi+ω and (3pi)+ω . In the right-hand diagram, the
subprocess c→ u ¯ds with a spectator s could give ωpi+η [34]. One also could get ω(pi+,ρ+,a+1 ) if
the transition ss¯→ ω is somehow not subject to the usual Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) suppression
[35]. In that case one might expect Ds → ωℓ+νℓ to be observable. Helicity suppression also
seems not to be apparent in CLEO’s result [36] B(Ds → pn¯) = (1.30±0.36+0.12−0.16)×10−3, given a
reasonable form factor for the weak current to produce pn¯.
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7. Some models for new physics
Extra Z bosons arise in many extensions of the SM. They are not guaranteed to have flavor-
diagonal couplings if SM fermions also mix with new fermions in such extensions. For example,
GUTs based on the exceptional group E6 have two extra Z bosons Zχ ,Zψ (only one linear combi-
nation of which may be relatively light) and extra isoscalar quarks with Q = −1/3 which can mix
with d,s,b.
Many grand unified theories have a SU(4)color×SU(2)L×SU(2)R subgroup [37]. SU(4)color
unifies quarks and leptons and contains U(1)B−L and leptoquarks; SU(2)R has right-handed W ’s
and a U(1)R such that the electromagnetic charge is Q = I3L + I3R +(B−L)/2. Leptoquarks can
contribute to leptonic meson decays; right-handed W ’s contribute to mixing; there are strong con-
straints on WL–WR box diagrams (see, e.g., Ref. [38].
In supersymmetry, box diagrams can change flavor unless specifically forbidden. Electroweak-
symmetry-breaking schemes (for example, littlest-Higgs models with T-parity, technicolor, etc.)
generically have flavor-changing interactions. Theories with extra dimensions (a recent example is
Ref. [39]) can concentrate flavor violation in the top sector (a particular target for the International
Linear Collider), and can possess Kaluza-Klein excitations at the TeV scale, accessible at the LHC.
8. Dark matter scenarios
Imagine a TeV-scale effective symmetry SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1) ⊗ G, where the beyond-
Standard-Model (BSM) group G could be SUSY with R-parity, extra-dimensional excitations with
Kaluza-Klein parity, little Higgs models with T-parity, technicolor, or some other group. One can
classify the types of matter very generally as shown in Table 2 [40]:
Table 2: Possible types of matter classified according to SM and BSM (G) transformation.
Type of matter Std. Model G Example(s)
Ordinary Non-singlet Singlet Quarks, leptons
Mixed Non-singlet Non-singlet Superpartners
Shadow Singlet Non-singlet E ′8 of E8⊗ E′8
Ordinary matter could be singlets under G even if its subconstituents were non-singlets (e.g.,
in composite-Higgs models). Loops could involve G-nonsinglets. Many dark matter scenarios
involve mixed matter, such as superpartners or particles with odd KK- or T-parity. Flavor-changing
loops can occur. Mixed-matter scenarios may be different if G is more general than a “parity.”
Shadow matter may not interact with ordinary matter at all except gravitationally.
9. Hidden sector in loops
Manifestations of a hidden sector interacting with ordinary matter are shown in Fig. 8. Mixed
particles must have the same SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1) quantum numbers as the quarks to which they
couple, but off-diagonal flavor couplings are allowed. Flavor-diagonal couplings still can affect
9
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Figure 8: Hidden sector interacting with ordinary matter. Left: box diagram; center: penguin diagram;
right: production of a pair of hidden-sector particles through exchange of a mixed state.
such quantities as the muon anomalous moment aµ , which has been shown particularly sensitive to
new physics in some supersymmetry scenarios. For a coupling O(α), the mass scale to explain the
current 3σ discrepancy in aµ is ∼ 50 GeV.
In a recent paper, D. McKeen [41] suggests looking for light “hidden” states in quarkonium
decay. For example, one can look for a light dark matter candidate X in ϒ(2S)→ γχb0 → γXX .
This is one manifestation of the “WIMPless Dark Matter” scenario of Ref. [42].
10. Some LHCb topics
The LHCb experiment will provide a unique window to Bs decays, through (e.g.) (1) Better
J/ψφ studies, with explicit time dependence plots. (2) Bs → J/ψη : although B is less (1/3 of
that for J/ψφ ), no helicity analysis is needed. (3) Bs → J/ψ f0: L. Zhang, in a poster at this
Conference, estimates B(Bs → J/ψ f0(→ pi+pi−))/B(Bs → J/ψφ(→ K+K−)) = (42±11)%. (4)
A CP analysis involving A(Bs → D+s K−) ∼V ∗ubVcs; A( ¯Bs → D+s K−)∼V ∗usVcb. (5) Comparisons of
(B, Bs)→ (pipi,Kpi) [43, 44], yielding independent estimates of γ . (6) Many tests of flavor SU(3)
by comparison with B decays.
The hidden valley scenario [45] suggests an energy threshold (if we are lucky, the TeV scale)
for the production of new matter; some may end up in new light (few GeV?) states. The LHCb
Collaboration is aware of these possibilities, having discussed the examples of a 3 TeV Z′, a 35
GeV “v-pion,” and a SM Higgs devaying to a pair of v-pions [46].
Charm studies at LHCb will explore virgin territory because of the large production cross
sections and small Standard Model CP violation. One will be able to probe loop and penguin
diagrams involving the mixed and hidden sectors with unprecendented sensitivity.
11. Looking forward
Belle and the Fermilab Tevatron are still running; BaBar and CLEO are analyzing a rich trove
of data. CLEO is capable of searching for light scalars or pseudoscalars in bottomonium decay, and
the same is to be expected of the B factories. In the nearest future we see results from BESIII [47]
and from LHCb whenever the LHC begins operation, and some b physics capabilities at ATLAS
and CMS. Questions include many on the strange B system, e.g., pinning down the mixing and/or
the CP-violating phase in the Bs– ¯Bs system.
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Other LHCb questions include: (a) flavor symmetry and departures from it in Bs decays,
to check schemes seeking to calculate strong-interaction properties (e.g., non-factorizable ampli-
tudes); (b) effects of any new sector on loops and direct production of new particles.
The KEK-B/Belle upgrade will initially provide a data sample of 10 ab−1 and eventually > 5
times that; super-B more. A simple motivation for these machines is that anything studied pre-
viously with single-B decays now can be studied with double-tagged events if tagging efficiency
approaches 1%. Going further in e+e− collisions, we will hope for an ILC to explore the Higgs,
SUSY, and top sectors.
Finally, present experience with B decays tells us that a rich program of understanding strong-
interaction and nonperturbative effects will be needed to complement searches for rare processes
in order to interpret apparent departures from the SM as genuine signs of new physics.
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